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ABSTRACT
Algorithmic rankers are ubiquitously applied in automated decision
systems such as hiring, admission, and loan-approval systems.With-
out appropriate explanations, decision-makers often cannot audit
or trust algorithmic rankers’ outcomes. In recent years, XAI (ex-
plainable AI) methods have focused on classification models, but
there for algorithmic rankers, we are yet to develop state-of-the-art
explanation methods. Moreover, explanations are also sensitive to
changes in data and ranker properties, and decision-makers need
transparent model diagnostics for calibrating the degree and impact
of ranker sensitivity. To fulfill these needs, we take a dual approach
of: i) designing explanations by transforming Shapley values for the
simple form of a ranker based on linear weighted summation and
ii) designing a human-in-the-loop sensitivity analysis workflow by
simulating data whose attributes follow user-specified statistical
distributions and correlations. We leverage a visualization interface
to validate the transformed Shapley values and draw inferences
from them by leveraging multi-factorial simulations, including data
distributions, ranker parameters, and rank ranges.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Algorithmic rankers are AI models that rank a collection of entities
or candidates. They use candidates’ attributes as input and output a
ranking to the end users, usually as suggestions for decision-making.
For example, automated decision systems (ADS) used in hiring ap-
ply rankers that sort candidates based on their qualifications for
certain job positions’ interview process. However, ADS generally
lack contextual transparency [17], leading to unforeseeable bias or
unfairness towards human candidates that are being ranked, espe-
cially for such high-consequence decisions. Such issues dynamically
evolve, are hard to predict in real-life scenarios, and are triggered
by changes in the data, ranker parameters, ranking subsets, etc. Yet,
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both end-users (i.e., who use the algorithmic rankers) and data sub-
jects (i.e., the attributes of human candidates) are unequipped with
explanation tools. End-users, like a decision-maker, need to reason
about how a ranker made its decisions and how sensitive they are
to data or model settings or parameter changes. To address this
need, we take a dual approach of integrating adaptive explanation
methods with an interactive visual interface for sensitivity analysis,
where the users can understand the algorithmic rankers and the
semantics of the ranking output using data-driven simulations. In
this work, we consider sensitivity analysis as a technique to help
decision-makers understand what factors impact the ranking out-
come and why. In summary, our contributions are: 1) adapting the
Shapley values [20] to explain algorithmic rankers. 2) designing
a human-in-the-loop sensitivity analysis workflow and visualiza-
tion interface for algorithmic ranker evaluation and explanation
analysis.

2 RELATEDWORK
Sensitivity analysis has become increasingly important in mathe-
matical modeling and AI-assisted decision-making for understand-
ing the underlying logic of models [11, 25]. Sensitivity analysis
allows human stakeholders to gain insights and familiarize them-
selves with the techniques and, more importantly, limitations [16]
under different conditions. In this work, our proposed sensitiv-
ity analysis workflow anchors on the following question: how do
changes in candidates, attributes, ranker parameters, scores, and rank-
ing affect ranking explanation? For underlying data, we add sam-
pling variation noise. The ranking outcome and explanation are
expected to be insensitive to noise. Many works about ranking
explanation techniques [4, 7] and fairness treatments [24] do not
include sensitivity analysis based on real-world scenarios. The pro-
posed methods are tested in limited benchmark datasets and ranker
definitions. Existing works focus on developing explanation meth-
ods for classification and regression models such as LIME [12],
SHAP [12], and LIME-anchor [13]. For algorithmic rankers, many
methods have developed, such as using SHAP on local ranking
region [2], designing nutrition labels for algorithmic rankers [21],
and focusing on explaining monotone rankers [5], but may not
be extensively tested for usability via sensitivity analysis. Another
thread of research focuses on testing what-if model behavior scenar-
ios [19], but may not be fully adaptive to user needs [8]. Users may
have additional prior knowledge that the input data attributes are
inter-dependent [1], or the model output is dependent (i.e., the rank
output of algorithmic rankers only bear meaning when compared
with each other in the same ranking). The complexity of real-world
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scenarios calls for more principled approaches for communicat-
ing sensitivity in the entire workflow for model development and
explanation generation [22].

3 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS WORKFLOW
In this section, we introduce the notation for the algorithmic ranker
sensitivity analysis workflow. The workflow includes ranking phase
and explanation phase. The ranking phase includes data generation,
score generation, and ranking generation. The explanation phase
includes three explanation methods. Ranking phase includes the
source of potential distribution differences among groups or cer-
tain choices of algorithmic ranker parameters. Explanation phase
includes the discovery of inferences, such as attributes contributing
differently among groups. We separate the ranking phase and expla-
nation phase for our workflow due to the explanation we discussed
is not a typical process that is in algorithmic ranker development.
Traditionally, the workflow reaches the endwhen the ranking is pro-
duced or certain performance metrics are calculated (e.g., MAP [23],
NDCG [3]). The explanation phase aims to make sense of model
behaviors beyond simple metrics, hence requiring a second phase
in the workflow. Both the input and output from the ranking phase
are input to the explanation phase. The ranking phase helps users
to observe ranking sensitivity according to changes in the data and
ranker parameters. The explanation phase helps users understand
how data attributes and ranker parameters contribute to ranking
sensitivity.

3.1 Ranking Phase
Data generation. We assume a dataset with three categories of
attributes, 𝑿 = (𝑿𝒑 |𝑿𝒔 |𝑿𝒏𝒔 ). 𝑿𝒑 is the collection of protected
attributes such as gender and race. 𝑿𝒔 is the collection of attributes
used in the scoring formula to generate scores. 𝑿𝒏𝒔 is the col-
lection of attributes that can be used in the scoring formula, but
users choose not to use them. To simulate the 𝑿𝒔 and 𝑿𝒏𝒔 , we
assume they follow certain distributions condition on the pro-
tected attributes 𝑿𝒑 . In this work, we consider 𝑿𝒑 to be cate-
gorical attributes such as gender or race. They are not used for
scoring formulas but determine the distributions of scoring and
non-scoring attributes. We assume attributes follow Gaussian distri-
butions, [𝑿𝒔 ,𝑿𝒏𝒔 ]𝑇 ∼ N(𝝁𝑇

𝑋𝑝
, 𝚺𝑋𝑝

). The distribution parameters
are uniquely determined for each group constructed by the pro-
tected group 𝑿𝒑 . For instance, with gender and race, we can define
{gender: female and race: black} a group. In practice, the group-
specific distribution parameters can be inferred from sources such
as US Census data [18] and SAT annual report [14]. The sources
may include a scoring attribute’s mean and variance for certain
groups. In this work, we consider the case of a single protected
attribute. In future work, we plan to generalize the Gaussian distri-
bution to more general distributions via the copula theory, which
is widely used in finance risk simulation [6, 9].

Scores and ranking generation. In this work, wewill constrain
the algorithmic rankers to be linear weighted scoring functions,
and the notation 𝑋 in the following discussion refers to the scoring
function 𝑋𝑠 .

𝑓 (𝑥1, 𝑥2, · · · , 𝑥𝑝 ) = 𝛽1𝑥1+𝛽2𝑥2+· · ·+𝛽𝑝𝑥𝑝 ,
∑︁

𝛽 𝑗 = 1 , 𝛽 𝑗 ≥ 0 (1)

; the data input and output of the scoring function are represented
as a matrix 𝑋 and a score vector 𝑠 ,

𝑋 = [𝑋1, 𝑋2, · · · , 𝑋𝑝 ] =


𝑥11 𝑥12 · · · 𝑥1𝑝
𝑥21 𝑥22 · · · 𝑥2𝑝
.
.
.

.

.

.
.
.
.

𝑥𝑛1 𝑥𝑛2 · · · 𝑥𝑛𝑝


, 𝑠 =


𝑠1
𝑠2
.
.
.

𝑠𝑛


(2)

Each row in the matrix represents attribute data for one candidate,
each column represents the attribute value of a such attribute. We
assume each 𝑋 𝑗 is standardized between 0 and 1 to reduce the scal-
ing difference between attributes (e.g., age and SAT score have very
different data ranges). Hence, if one data changed in𝑋 𝑗 ,𝑋 𝑗 needs to
be re-standardized. Once the data is simulated, we create the scores
with the scoring attributes. The benefit of 𝑓 being a linear func-
tion is that the scoring function can be easily interpreted. Another
benefit is that the Shapley value (a widely used XAI method) can
be calculated using closed-form mathematical equations, which al-
lows a real-time interactive comparison in our interface. Finally, we
assume a ranking vector 𝜏 is produced by sorting score vector 𝑠 in
descending order. Such a data generation process may be run mul-
tiple times and produce a collection of data samples, score samples,
and ranking samples. Such simulation enables us to test whether
the explanation methods and their characteristics and unfairness
interpretation are robust against simulation noise.

3.2 Explanation Phase
We have defined the data 𝑋 and the algorithmic ranker 𝑓 . We then
seek explanations of 𝑓 regarding the data 𝑋 . Shapley values are
what we choose as a baseline XAI method in this work due to its
massive popularity. But more importantly, many algorithmic ranker
𝑓 output numerical values, which is similar to the output from re-
gression models. Shapley values are interpretable for regression
models but not for algorithmic rankers. We first discuss the inter-
pretability issue of Shapley values when we treat the algorithmic
ranker 𝑓 as a regression model. Then we introduce transformations
of Shapley values, which are intrinsically interpretable for algorith-
mic rankers. We compare Shapley values and transformed Shapley
values in the case study via sensitivity analysis simulation.

Shapley value. Shapley values have been extensively explored
for explaining complicated classifiers with their model-agnostic
characteristic. It is built upon game theory to distribute the "payout"
to each attribute to describe how much contribution one attribute
contributes to the total "payout" of one entity. In classification, such
"payout" is the probability the entity belongs to a class. For a regres-
sion model that returns a price value, for instance, the "payout" is
the predicted price of the entity subtracted from the average price
of all entities. The computing time for Shapley value using the stan-
dard python package SHAP [15] is generally too long for real-time
user interaction in large datasets. We, hence, use the simpler defini-
tion of Shapley value for the linear model. By doing so, we lost the
model-agnostic assumption but gain real-time interaction speed.
The mathematical formula is heavily borrowed from Molnar [10].
For a linear model, the Shapley value of 𝑗-th scoring attribute can
be calculated as 𝜙 𝑗 (𝑓 ) = 𝛽 𝑗𝑋 𝑗 − 𝐸 (𝛽 𝑗𝑋 𝑗 ) = 𝛽 𝑗𝑋 𝑗 − 𝛽 𝑗𝐸 (𝑋 𝑗 ). If we
attempt to interpret it in our ranking case, the Shapley value of
𝑗-th scoring attribute indicates its contribution to the candidate’s
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ranking score differing from an "imaginary" candidate who has an
average value of the 𝑗-th attribute. In fact, the imaginary candidate
has the average value of all the scoring attributes. Such a candidate
may not exist in real life. More importantly, the absolute value of
the ranking score bears little meaning for algorithmic rankers. The
"payout" is neither ranking score nor ranking but the comparison
between them. Hence, we cannot directly use Shapley values for
algorithmic rankers and we seek alternative methods. The key is to
conceptualize a suitable "payout" in the case of algorithmic rankers.
Unlike regression models’ score output, which may have physical
meanings (e.g., weight, age, price), the algorithmic rankers’ score
and rank output usually do not have meaning other than relative
importance or relevance of the candidates in the ranking. Based on
different assumptions of "payout," we can design different trans-
formed Shapley values.

Standardized Shapley values.We first design the standardized
Shapley values by standardizing Shapley values.We propose that for
an algorithmic ranker, "payout" of 𝑥 means attribute 𝐴 contributed
𝑥 to the particular candidate’s ranking score proportion to the sum
of the scores. Since the ranking vector 𝜏 is produced by sorting the
score vector 𝑠 in descending order, the absolute value of 𝑠𝑖 does not
affect the ranking result in the end. Hence, we can convert each 𝑠𝑖

𝑠′𝑖 =
𝑠𝑖∑
𝑠𝑖

(3)

𝑠′
𝑗
is the "payout" that candidate 𝑖 has in the case of algorithmic

rankers, instead of 𝑠 𝑗 . Consequently, the "payout" of each attribute
needs to be standardized in the same way. For the case of 𝑠′

𝑖
, we

consider attribute 𝑥 𝑗 contributes
𝛽 𝑗𝑥𝑖 𝑗∑

𝑠𝑖
to candidate 𝑖 . In such a way,

we obtain the standardized Shapley values matrix 𝐶 , each row of 𝐶
adds up to the standardized Shapley values of the candidate, and
each column of 𝐶 adds up to the standardized Shapley values of
the attribute. Compared with the common definition of the Shapley
value contribution matrix for a regression model, the standardized
Shapley values matrix for an algorithmic ranker shares some of
the characteristics, such as symmetry, dummy, and additivity. But
in the Shapley value contribution matrix, changes in a single data
input do not necessarily affect the other data. In the standardized
Shapley values matrix, any changes in the data require recalcu-
lating of the matrix since the change of the score value from one
candidate affects the scaling parameter

∑
𝑠𝑖 and the entire standard-

ized Shapley values matrix. Each row of the Shapley value matrix
is independently calculated from the rest, hence an instance-wise
explanation (i.e., not all the cells in the matrix need to be recalcu-
lated when a new entity join the data). Our standardized Shapley
values matrix is a list-wise explanation since each cell in the matrix
describes exactly how much leverage a certain attribute provides
the candidate among the entire ranking space.

Rank-relevance Shapley value. Another way to define the
"payout" for algorithmic rankers is the reverse of candidates’ rank
positions or relevance. For instance, the top-1 candidate has higher
relevance than the top-2, the top-3, and so on. Such relevance is
based on the ranking 𝜏 rather than ranking score 𝑠 . We propose
that for an algorithmic ranker, "payout" of 𝑥 means attribute 𝐴

contributed 𝑥 to the particular candidate’s relevance in total ranking

positions. We can calculate relevance 𝑟 as:

𝑟𝑖 = 1 − 𝜏𝑖

𝜏𝑚𝑎𝑥
(4)

𝜏𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the largest rank position value in 𝜏 . Let 𝛼𝑖 be the parameter
that projects the candidate’s standardized "payout" 𝑠′

𝑖
to 𝑟𝑖 .

𝑟𝑖 = 𝑠′𝑖𝛼𝑖 (5)

and we consider attribute 𝑥 𝑗 contributes 𝛽 𝑗𝑥 𝑗𝛼𝑖 to candidate 𝑖 . In
equation (5), we assume that the relevance of candidates decreased
linearly along the ranking. Such an assumption may not apply to
certain algorithmic rankers such as search engines or university
rankings. For those ranking, the top-ranked items attract expo-
nentially more attention than the lower-ranked items. Hence we
modify equation (5) with an additional parameter 𝑝 to amplify the
entity’s relevance.

𝑟𝑖 = (1 − 𝜏𝑖

𝜏𝑚𝑎𝑥
)𝑝 (6)

In our interface design, such parameter 𝑝 is calibrated by user
input since different users may perceive the amplifying effect dif-
ferently.

4 COMPARE ALGORITHMIC RANKER
EXPLAINERS

In this section, we describe the visualization interface used to com-
pare three explainers, the Shapley values, standardized Shapley
values, and the rank-relevance Shapley values side-by-side. We also
demonstrate how meaningful inferences can be drawn from the
analysis and visualizations.

4.1 Visualization Interface
Our visualization interface comprises the following views: i) Data
distribution view (Fig. 1.a1) shows a scatter plot with marginal dis-
tribution to visualize the data simulated using user-specified inputs.
The plot gets updatedwith different parameter inputs specifying the
distributions and correlations. ii) Ranking view (Fig. 1.a2) shows
a stability plot [21] for visualizing associations between scores and
rankings. The stability plot can be read as a scatter plot, with a
score on the 𝑦-axis and rank position on the 𝑥-axis. The stability
plot shows that the score may decrease faster in certain rank ranges
and slower in others; the former rank range is considered more
stable than the latter. iii) Ranker explanation view shows a box-
plot (with data point strips) to show the distribution of average
contribution for Shapley values (Fig. 1.b1), standardized Shapley
values (Fig. 1.b2), and rank-relevance Shapley values (Fig. 1.b3) dur-
ing multiple (e.g., 200) data simulations. Note that we provide total
and group-wise box plots to help observe group-wise difference pat-
terns. Such a box plot can be viewed as the generalized bar plot from
the SHAP package. The bar plot can only handle one simulation,
and our plots show the variations across multiple simulations. The
interactive visualization interface (https://hilda23-ranking-
shapley.streamlit.app) incorporates the aforementioned views.

4.2 Empirical Observations
In various simulation testing under different data distribution pa-
rameters, weight ratios, and rank ranges, the explanations from
Shapley values (Fig.1 b1) and standardized Shapley values (Fig. 1 b2)
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Figure 1: Sensitivity experiment of ranking explanations. a1) group A has a distributional advantage compared to B. a2) group A’s advantage in
attribute 1 leads to an advantage in ranking. b1-b2) Shapley values and Standardized Shapley values indicate that attribute 1 is more important
in the top-40 range than 2. And group A has more advantages in the top-40 in attribute 1 but less in attribute 2. b3) Rank-relevance Shapley
values indicate that group B has minimal importance in the top-40.

are similar. It helps users who understand Shapley values familiar-
ize themselves with our new methods. We selected certain arbitrary
parameters for an experiment to demonstrate what kind of infer-
ences can be drawn from the explanation. All parameters can be
changed in the interface. We simulated two datasets for two groups,
group A and B; both have attributes 𝑥1 and 𝑥2 that are sampled
for a multi-variate Gaussian distribution. We simulated 200 times
for datasets A and B, each with 40 candidates. We assume A has a
distributional advantage against B. In Figure 1 a1, we let the mean
of A’s attribute 1 (` = 8, 𝜎=1) higher than the mean of B’s attribute
2 (` = 5, 𝜎=1) during sampling. We set a positive correlation (0.8)
between A’s attributes 1 and 2 but no correlation for B. In such
a way, A’s attribute 1 is more likely to have a higher score than
B’s attribute 1, which leads to higher ranking scores and higher
rank positions. We set 0.5 scoring weight for both attributes 1 and
2 to generate the ranking score and the ranking. In Figure 1 a2, we
show the resulting score and ranking. The plot shows that group
A (yellow) appears more in the top positions due to the distribu-
tional advantage, as expected. And the simulation variance does
not affect the outcome.

Since we constructed the input data and distributional discrep-
ancy between groups A and B, we expect our explanation methods
to detect such patterns as a sanity check and provide additional
information. In the explanation view (Fig. 1 b1,b2,b3), all three ex-
planation methods detect that attribute 1 contributes more than 2
in the total top-40 candidates. Among the 40 candidates from group
A, attribute 1 contributes more than 2. Among the 40 candidates
from group B, attribute 2 contributes more than 1. The reason is
that candidates from group B have, in general, lower values for
attribute 1; hence need to boost up their values for attribute 2 to
get in the top-40. Note that for rank-relevance Shapley values, we
use a high-rank relevance amplifying parameter (p=20), and the
contribution from attributes 1 and 2 for group B becomes nearly
zero (Fig. 1 b3). This is because high-ranked positions are mostly
occupied by candidates from group A. Hence, we are able to validate
our visualization and explanation methods using two attributes and
two groups for generating interpretable inferences regarding the
sensitivity of rankings with respect to attributes.

5 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
In this work, we transformed Shapley values for algorithmic rankers,
specifically for algorithms using a linear weighted summation. We
built an interface for interactive sensitivity simulation testing our
proposed Shapley values and validating the inferences. Currently,
the synthetic data are limited to Gaussian distribution and two at-
tributes. The algorithmic rankers are also limited to linear weighted
summation. We plan to allow various statistical distribution selec-
tions (e.g., Poisson, Bernoulli) and increase the number of attributes
from two to unlimited to better model the real-world datasets. Al-
though our experiment shows that one can draw inferences about
group-wise unfair patterns from the explanation methods, we need
to conduct more experiments and compare them to existing fairness
metrics.
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